On your marks....
Psyching yourself for the task ahead.
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magine yourself at the take off point of the most important
race of your life, and the officials shout: ON YOUR MARKS...
And indeed this is it, the most important race, journey and the
essence of our lives . At this point, every athlete must believe in the
importance of the race to put in their best, and their ability to win to put
up a good fight for victory. In the same way, we should have defined and
have a clear understanding of the nature and endpoint of the journey/
race now before us. Hopefully, we also understand that running on track
is as important as getting to the end point and on time. But how do we
ensure we not only keep to the rules but we also win?
On your marks - now it’s time to psyche ourself for the task ahead
and situating our selves properly!! What makes a man positioned for
success in the race / journey of life?
LINK TO PREVIOUS ISSUES

LINK TO SUBSCRIBE NOW

I would discuss three here:
This can be compared with the confidence generated in a sports
man who feels adequately prepared and fit for his sporting event.
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- A clear UNDERSTANDING of our
talent (gifts),
SATISFACTION with
the amount of training
and acquisition of
relevant supportive
skills, and of course
CONFIDENCE in
and with our level of
preparation and
expertise.

- AVAILABILITY and
SOPHISTICATION
of our tool kit
commensurate to the
REQUIREMENTS of
the journey/ race.

- POSITIONING for
stability, often
measured by ACCESS
to external support
and leverage.

Where this self acceptance is absent, it is as
devastating as expecting a car to fly like a plane,
or an horse to race like a sports car!

A talent is a natural ability, gift,
endowment, flair that a person
possesses in some field or
activity. Obviously, this is in born
and I make bold to say that we all
have one talent or another but not
in equal measure! This comes at the
prerogative of the Almighty God.
Talents are discovered, not created
and cannot be camouflaged.
However , the problem sometimes
lie in the non acceptance of our
natural endowment for numerous
reasons, I would not discuss now.
However the fact is that, what we
do not accept and treasure, rarely
blesses us. Every one in this
position must therefore first and
foremost ‘ fix this disconnect
‘ before setting out. May be one is
good with talking but find it
distasteful because one sees oneself
as a ‘talkative’ or one thrives with
a beehive of activities but one sees
oneself as restless with little
value ... Where this disconnect
exists, this ability to talk and or
high energy level cannot be
deployed into productive use. The
earlier in life, one loves one’s
natural tendencies and see value in
them irrespective of what people
see and or say, the better for one’s
journey. Where this self
acceptance is absent, It is as
devastating as expecting a car to fly

like a plane, or an horse to race like
a sports car!
Let me however distinguish natural
gifts from skills, as they often
appear the same! A skill is an
ability that has been acquired by
training. While both talents and
skills create an ability to do
something; with talents
performance comes easier / with
less effort and most often create a
uniqueness that is not repeatable
by anyone else as much as the
finger prints are unique to each
individual. The application of skills
in our area of natural ability thus
create an outstanding proposition.
Not only this, a process of
continuous improvement would
create the self confidence required
to go for victory. This can be
compared with the confidence
generated in a sports man who
feels adequately prepared and fit
for his sporting event.

A well kitted 1970 athlete
should look definitely
different from a millennial
athlete

you must learn to
continuously shed
obsolete tools and
take on the more
sophisticated ones.

Second, is the availability of an appropriate
toolset. How would an athlete at the start
point of a race look and be appropriately
dressed or kitted ? Smart, slim and healthy
looking with light clothes and booths. Not
only this, the more elegant , modern and
sophisticated he looks the better. A well kitted
1970 athlete should look definitely
different from a millennial athlete although
they would both have been defined as smart
and appropriately dressed by the standard of
their time. The point is; you need to, not only
travel light ( with no physical, emotional,
social and spiritual baggage), you must learn
to continuously shed obsolete tools and take
on the more sophisticated ones. This simply
makes your journey less burdensome, efficient
and of course effective.

Finally, just like a tree does not make a forest, so does a man well prepared but with no external support is very vulnerable. These could be a
coach, mentor , sponsor or even a cheer leader. This creates the leverage ,
and could easily make the difference between losing and winning.

Psyching oneself for victory is only possible when one
is positioned for success. It makes an easier sell to even
the worst doubting Thomas ! I urge you to invest the
time, effort and resources to create the possibility and
increase the probability of success in your mind.
Remember, every success or failure starts from within.
God bless you.
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